
BUSINESS PLANNING TOOLS FOR NON-PROFITS

While most of SCORE's work has focused on small businesses, over the years it has assisted some startup and
emerging non-profit.

You can use this simple formula to develop a positioning statement: For [target market description] who
[target market need], [this product] [how it meets the need]. What do you want their response to be? The plan
may include details about the need for the organization's services a needs assessment and about the likelihood
that certain funding will be available a feasibility study or about changes to the organization's technology or
staffing that will be needed in order to successfully advance its mission. Describe the people who are crucial to
your organizations and any staff changes you plan as part of your business plan. Talk about how your program
is funded, and whether the costs your clients pay are the same for everyone, or based on income level, or
something else. Blue Avocado Tools for business planning , creating a theory of change, a case for support,
and building a revenue plan for purchase from Social Velocity. Try to present some clear examples. Stay
authentic and show enthusiasm. Management team and company Who is going to be involved and what are
their duties? What need does your nonprofit meet and what are your plans for meeting that need? Include an
executive summary. Articulating and perhaps visualizing an organization's "theory of change" is another way
to think about "what success will look like" - how to get there, and what resources it will take to get there.
This will frequently be your most detailed section because it spells out precisely how you intend to carry out
your business plan. Why does a nonprofit need a business plan? Problem and solution Start this section of
your business plan by describing the problem that you are solving for your clients or your community at large.
Printer-friendly version A strategic planning process identifies strategies that will best enable a nonprofit to
advance its mission. Include your fundraising plan. Positioning statement Before you get too far into your
strategies, put together your positioning statement. To sum it all up, write a nonprofit business plan to: Lay out
your goals and establish milestones. Iron out all the kinks in your plan and hold yourself accountable. Finally,
the business plan should name important assumptions, such as that the organization's reserve policy requires it
to have at least six months' worth of operating cash on hand at all times. Plus, staying current with trends and
policy issues that affect nonprofit operations is key to being prepared to adapt to a changing environment.
Others look for private donor support through fundraising campaigns. Gush about the cause without providing
a clear understanding of how you will help the cause through your activities. Outline your plan for reaching
your beneficiaries. Better understand your beneficiaries, partners, and other stakeholders. The key here is not
to report your target donors as everyone in a 3,mile radius with a wallet. Step 7: Impact Plan For a nonprofit,
an impact plan is as important as the financial plan. Position your nonprofit and get clear about your message.


